ARCHITECTURE DRAWING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT | FALL 2020

Boards:
- BLICK STUDIO PORTABLE DRAFTING BOARD 20 INCH X 26 INCH
- BLICK SKETCH BOARD 23.5 INCH X 26 INCH

Paper:
- CLEARPRNT 8X8 GRID 11X17 PAD
- CLEARPRINT 1000H DRAFTING VELLUM 18X24, PAD
- BLICK TRACING PAPER PAD 12X18 25LBS 50 SHEETS
- TRACING PAPER ROLL/WHT 12X50YD
- TRACING PAPER ROLL/WHT 18X50YD
- BRISTOL PAD, SMOOTH FINISH, 14” X 17” 100LB (15 SHEETS)
- BLICK NEWSPRINT PAD 18 X 24

Scales/Rulers:
- ALVIN 12” STUDENT TRI SCALE ARCH
- ALVIN 12” STUDENT TRI SCALE ENG

Drafting Instruments:
- C-THRU PROFESSIONAL TRIANGLE 30/60/12"
- C-THRU PROFESSIONAL TRIANGLE 45/90/12"
- STAEDTLER MARS 964 51-8 ADJUSTABLE TRIANGLE - 8"
- BLICK GEOMETRY COMPASS SET
- BLICK MASTERBOW COMPASS
- BLICK MASTERBOW DIVIDER 6"

Pencils:
- BLICK GRAPHITE PENCL/12 CT ASSORTED TIN
- DIXON TICONDEROGA PENCIL #2 HB (BOX OF 12)
- (3) 5B PENCILS FOR SKETCHING
- PRISMACOLOR PREMIER COLORED PENCILS – SET OF 12
- 2 BLACK CHINA MARKERS FOR SKETCHING

Lead Holders and Leads:
- PRISMA TURQUOISE LEAD HOLDER (2)
- KOHINOOR DRAW LEAD/F 2/PACK
- LUMOGRAPH LEAD 2B 2PK
- LUMOGRAPH LEAD 2H 2PK
- LUMOGRAPH LEAD H 2PK
- LUMOGRAPH LEAD 4H 2PK

Pens:
- PIGMA MICRON PEN/BLACK 6/PIECE SET

Tools/Supplies and Accessories:
- EXCEL 25FT TAPE MEASURE
- ALVIN ROTARY LEAD POINTER
- C-THRU DUSTING BRUSH
- C-THRU DRY CLEANING/PAD
- KNEADED ERASER EXTRA-LARGE
- STAEDTLER DRAFTING DOTS 500/ROLL
- CTHRU ERASING SHIELD
- OLFA ALL PURPOSE CUTTER
- BLICK 18” NON-SLIP RULER

It is recommended that you pre-purchase the supply kit from Blick. Blick will provide shipping options for domestic students and curbside pickup for local students.

Blick Art Supplies
6250 S. Dixie Hwy., Miami Fl. 33143
305.740.7077